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IT’S FULL S.T.E.A.M AHEAD FOR CRAFTY KIDS  

TO DISCOVER A LOVE FOR SCIENCE THROUGH ART 
 

Painting, Sculpting And Drawing Kits Entice Boys And Girls Ages 4 to 7  

To Glimpse The Amazing Concepts Of Science, Math And Engineering! 
 

Bloomfield, NJ (February 9, 2021) – Who knew that a green blob of salt dough shaped into an alligator could teach 

preschoolers about electricity? A creative approach to the wonders of science, math and engineering are tucked into 

every Let’s Craft S.T.E.A.M. School kit ($18.99 to $32.99). In each of these ahh-mazing kits, the right brain and 

the left brain work together to make some fascinating first-time discoveries! 

 

Concepts like symmetry, perimeters, circuitry, and aerodynamics are introduced through play. Everything needed for 
a fun science lesson are packed into these boxed sets from paint brushes to illustrated play mats.  

 

Grownups or older siblings can read aloud the 2-sided project cards. One side teaches the concept. The other is a 

how-to-play or how-to-build explanation of the activity. Discover all four S.T.E.A.M School kits at 

https://www.brightstripes.co/lets-craft. 

 

Integrating art into STEM subjects appeals to all learners. Coloring, painting, or 

sculpting is engaging, sometimes messy but always fun! Through play, learning 

happens intuitively as children explore, experiment, and try new things thus 
sparking the imagination!  

 

Optical illusions are just one of the concepts youngsters can encounter in Painting 

Science ($18.99). This kit introduces the WOW factor of mixing colors through 

capillary action – watching liquid flow in narrow 

spaces without the assistance of gravity! Imagine the 

wide-eyed looks at the conclusion of this 

experiment.  

 

We all come in different shapes and sizes and Shape Science ($22.99) explores this 
concept through a 9” x 9” geo-board. Through hands-on learning, colored rubber 

bands define a lion, a tree and other perimeters 

illustrated on the included boards. Tessellation 

patterns are introduced through coloring. Children 

are then asked to find tessellating shapes around the 

house (look at a tile floor or outside at the brick 

wall). 

 

Three intriguing activities await youngsters in 
Sculpture Science ($27.99). Learn about electricity 

while sculpting funny characters out of conductive 

salt dough and light them up! Create geometric 

shapes and even build a wave machine.  Kids will be 

impressed with their newfound capabilities. They will definitely want to show off 

what they learned, so be prepared for some serious show ‘n tell!  

 

https://www.brightstripes.co/lets-craft


Parent company Bright Stripes packs 59 pieces and 10 different activities into its Deluxe Studio Science kit 

($32.99). Painting, sculpting, drawing, and crafting activities can be shared among siblings or done solo - one day at 

a time.  This enticing kit explores gears, cycles of time, circuits, and reflections with mirrors. STEM concepts are 

creatively introduced to youngsters ages 4 to 7-years-old. 
 

Remember that “play” helps to nurture imagination. Start those imaginative 

wheels turning with these four S.T.E.A.M. School kits found online at 

Bright Stripes where free shipping is given for orders over $50. 

 

S.T.E.A.M. School Painting Science • Ages 4+ • $18.99 

Boys and girls are introduced to the wonders of symmetry by making folded 

paintings then watching a paper flower bloom!  Basic science concepts like 

optical illusions and capillary action will wow young scientists and future 

mathematicians, right at the kitchen table. In all, five fun art projects 
introduce math and science concepts while getting creative. 

 

S.T.E.A.M. School Shape Science • Ages 4+ • $22.99 

The wonderful world of shapes comes alive with three hands-on activities!  Search 

for shapes in whimsical artboards and define their perimeters with colorful rubber 

bands on the large clear plastic geoboard. Color in and make your own 

tessellations. Discover what lies underneath with two magical water reveal boards. 

Shhh! Kids will be having so much fun they won't even realize they are actually 

learning math! Kit comes with 59 pieces for hours of exploration. 
 

S.T.E.A.M. School Sculpture Science • 

Ages 4+ • $27.99 

Have fun making silly sculptures and learning science concepts at the same 

time!  Build your own conductive dough sculptures with fun paperboard 

heads, arms, and legs.  Learn how electricity flows by lighting up those just-

made sculptures. Make your own wave machine to see how light and sound 

travels in the same pattern. Sculpt geometric shapes with sticks and dough. 

These immersive activities will keep kids busy, and learning, for hours! 

 

S.T.E.A.M. School Deluxe Studio 

Science • Ages 4+ • $32.99 

Count ‘em -- ten amazing arts and crafts projects are stuffed in one deluxe studio 

set! Each activity has fun science, math and engineering learning embedded in 

each one.  With fully illustrated colorful experiment cards, kids will be 

completely engaged playing with gears, painting, building with conductive light-

up dough, making paper gliders and so much more. But you'll know they are also 

learning about the cycles of time, engineering, symmetry, electricity, shapes, and 

aerodynamics!  

 

 

About Bright Stripes  
Enriching kids of all ages and stripes, co-founders and partners Sabre Mrkva and Eric von Stein have been working 

in the Toy and Children's Product space collectively for over 20 years. They believe in the power of creative play to 

empower kids to create the world they want to live in. With a synergistic vision for innovative products and 

graphics, Sabre and Eric have developed blockbuster product lines with Alex Toys, Slinky, Shrinky Dinks, Scientific 

Explorer, Nickelodeon, Disney, and Dylan's Candy Bar, among others. They excel at transforming inspiration into 

market-ready, eye-catching product packaged in dynamic, trend- right graphics. Today they have teamed up with 
top-quality manufacturers to create charming lines of products for kids of all stripes! 

https://www.brightstripes.co/lets-craft

